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ABSTRACT

Shear waves (instabilities of the breaking wave–driven mean alongshore current) and gravity waves both
contribute substantial velocity fluctuations to nearshore infragravity motions (periods of a few minutes). Three
existing methods of estimating the shear wave contribution to the infragravity velocity variance are compared
using extensive field observations. The iterative maximum likelihood estimator (IMLE) and the direct estimator
(DE) methods use an alongshore array of current meters, and ascribe all the velocity variance at non–gravity
wavenumbers to shear waves. The ratio (R) method uses a collocated pressure gauge and current meter, and
assumes that shear wave pressure fluctuations are small, and that the kinetic and potential energies of gravity
waves are equal. The shear wave velocity variance ^ & is estimated from the relative magnitudes of the total2qsw

(shear plus gravity wave) pressure and velocity variances. Estimates of root-mean-square shear wave velocity
fluctuations from all three methods are generally in good agreement (correlations . 0.96), supporting2Ï^q &sw

the validity of their underlying assumptions. When is greater than a few centimeters per second, IMLE2Ï^q &sw

and DE estimates of differ by less than 10%. The R estimates of are usually higher than the2 2Ï^q & Ï^q &sw sw

IMLE and DE estimates, and on average the R method attributes 15% more of the total horizontal velocity
variance to shear waves than is attributed by the IMLE method. When mean currents and shear waves are weak,
all three estimators are noisy and biased high.

1. Introduction

Shear waves, horizontal velocity fluctuations result-
ing from the instability of breaking wave–driven mean
alongshore currents in the surf zone (Oltman-Shay et
al. 1989; Bowen and Holman 1989), and surf beat, grav-
ity waves believed to be excited by groups of shoaling
sea swell waves (Munk 1949), both have periods of a
few minutes. Here, three existing methods for estimating
the magnitude of shear wave velocity fluctuations in the
presence of gravity waves are compared.

Theory and observations suggest that shear waves
have larger alongshore wavenumbers than gravity
waves at a given frequency. Several methods estimate
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shear and gravity wave contributions to the velocity
variance at each frequency using these different dis-
persion relations and the observed distribution of var-
iance in alongshore wavenumber, determined from
cross spectra between all pairs of current meters in
an alongshore array. For example, Howd et al. (1991)
use the iterative maximum likelihood estimator
(IMLE; Pawka 1983) to calculate alongshore wave-
number k 2 frequency f spectra E(k, f ). At each
frequency, the energy density associated with wav-
enumbers larger than the theoretical range for gravity
waves is attributed to shear waves,

k ( f )1d01

E ( f ) 5 E( f ) 2 E(k, f ) dk, (1)sw E
k ( f )2d02

where Esw( f ) is the energy density spectrum of shear
waves and E( f ) is the energy density spectrum of all
motions [i.e., shear plus gravity waves, equivalent to
integration of E(k, f ) over all wavenumbers]. The bor-
der between gravity waves and shear waves in k– f space
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is defined here by the dispersion curves of up- and
downcoast propagating mode 0 edge waves, k06( f ), plus
a small offset d (50.0015 m21) that accounts for their
finite-wavenumber bandwidth. The linear shallow water
equations are solved numerically to find k06( f ) for the
measured bathymetry and mean alongshore current
(Howd et al. 1992). Using the k– f spectrum of cross-
shore u or alongshore y velocity in (1) yields the shear
wave spectrum of cross-shore ( f ) or alongshoreuE sw

( f ) velocity, respectively. The IMLE shear wave hor-yE sw

izontal velocity variance ^ & is given by their sum2qsw

integrated over the infragravity frequency band, defined
here as 0.004 , f , 0.050 Hz,

0.050 Hz

2 u y^q & 5 [E ( f ) 1 E ( f )] d f. (2)sw E sw sw

0.004 Hz

A second method extracts direct estimates (DEs) of
linear moments of the general form # G(k)E(k, f ) dk
from the observed cross spectra using a variational
technique (Elgar et al. 1994). Here ( f ) and ( f )u yE Esw sw

are obtained from the u and y cross spectra, respec-
tively, by setting G(k) 5 0 inside the gravity wave-
number range [k 02( f ) 2 d , k , k 01( f ) 1 d] and
G(k) 5 1 outside this range. The shear wave velocity
variance estimate ^ & then follows from (2). The DE2qsw

method makes no assumptions about the shape of E(k,
f ) (IMLE exactly resolves plane waves in a noisy
background), and optimizes the estimator fit to the ob-
served cross spectra within a tolerance level based on
data errors.

A third method [here referred to as the R method;
Lippmann et al. (1999)] depends on the theoretically
small contribution of shear waves to sea surface ele-
vation fluctuations, and the theoretically equal parti-
tioning of kinetic and potential energy in a broad spec-
trum of standing (edge or leaky) gravity waves. If only
gravity waves are present, the ratio of kinetic to potential
energy R 5 (^q2&h)/(g^h2&) 5 1, where g is gravitational
acceleration, h is the depth, and ^q2& and ^h2& are, re-
spectively, the frequency-integrated, total (shear plus
gravity wave) velocity and sea surface elevation vari-
ances,

0.050 Hz

2 u y^q & 5 [E ( f ) 1 E ( f )] d f,E
0.004 Hz

0.050 Hz

2 h^h & 5 E ( f ) d f, (3)E
0.004 Hz

where E u( f ), E y ( f ), and E h( f ) are the energy density
spectra of cross- and alongshore velocity, and sea sur-
face elevation, respectively. Shear waves are primarily
horizontal motions, so they can contribute significantly
to ^q 2&, but not to ^h 2&. Therefore, when both shear
and gravity waves are present, R . 1, and the shear
wave velocity variance is given by Lippmann et al.
(1999),

2g^h &
2 2^q & 5 ^q & 2 . (4)sw h

Unlike the IMLE and DE methods, which require array
observations, the R method requires measurements of
horizontal velocity and pressure fluctuations at only a
single location. However, the R method estimates only
the total shear wave variance ^ &, providing no infor-2qsw

mation about the distribution of shear waves in k– f
space or the relative magnitudes of cross-shore and
alongshore velocity fluctuations.

The observations and data analysis are described in
section 2. In section 3, it is shown that when root-mean-
square shear wave velocity fluctuations are2Ï^q &sw

greater than a few centimeters per second, estimates of
from all three methods are similar and highly2Ï^q &sw

correlated, although R estimates are biased high. Esti-
mator errors in conditions with low shear wave energy
levels are discussed in section 4.

2. Observations and data analysis

Observations were obtained on a sandy beach near
Duck, North Carolina, in the fall of 1997. Five, 200-m-
long alongshore arrays of bidirectional current meters,
sonar altimeters, and pressure sensors were deployed in
depths from 1 to 5 m, approximately 50–250 m from
the shoreline (Fig. 1), and were sampled at 2 Hz. About
2400 h of observations from each alongshore array were
considered adequate for IMLE and DE analysis [at least
five functioning current meters, including the instrument
pair with the shortest (12 m) alongshore lag]. Bathym-
etry surveys, conducted a few times a week with an
amphibious vehicle, were supplemented with sonar al-
timeter observations. For additional details and a de-
scription of conditions during the experiment, see Fed-
dersen et al. (2000) and Elgar et al. (2001).

The pressure and velocity data were processed in 3-
h segments that were quadratically detrended, and then
divided into 448-s-long, demeaned, Hanning-windowed
ensembles with 50% overlap. Results were not sensitive
to detrending of the 448-s ensembles. Cross spectra and
spectra with about 47 degrees of freedom and 0.0022-
Hz frequency resolution were calculated for each 3-h
period from the ensembles. For the low frequencies and
shallow depths considered here, sea surface fluctuations
were estimated by assuming that pressure is hydrostatic.
For each 3-h data segment, IMLE and DE estimates of
shear wave variance were calculated at each array, and
R estimates were calculated at each collocated pressure–
velocity sensor pair. Negative R estimates of shear wave
variance [Eq. (4)] occurred infrequently (1% of all es-
timates) and were set equal to zero.

3. Comparison of IMLE, DE, and R methods

IMLE, DE, and R estimates for a representative 3-h-
long run are shown in Fig. 2. Incident waves (significant
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the sensor arrays. Symbols denote collocated
pressure sensors, bidirectional electromagnetic current meters, and
sonar altimeters (which measure the distance from a known vertical
elevation to the evolving seafloor). Contours show the bathymetry
on 24 Sep 1997, relative to mean sea level. The coordinate system
of the Field Research Facility is used.

FIG. 2. (a) Mean alongshore current V, (b) bathymetry, (c) shear
wave rms flow speed ( ), and (d) fraction of the velocity var-2Ï^q &sw

iance in shear waves (^ &/^q2&) vs cross-shore coordinate on 24 Sep2qsw

1997. There is one R-method estimate for each collocated pressure
gauge–current meter pair, and therefore there are multiple R estimates
at the cross-shore locations of the five alongshore arrays. In (c) and
(d), the IMLE and DE estimates are nearly identical.

wave height ;1 m) drove moderately strong mean
alongshore currents V (Fig. 2a), reaching a maximum
(;80 cm s21) near the crest of a shallow sandbar at x
5 175 m (Fig. 2b). The DE and IMLE estimates of the
root-mean-square, frequency-integrated, shear wave to-
tal horizontal velocity variance ( , referred to be-2Ï^q &sw

low as SW rms flow speed) are nearly identical at each
alongshore array (Fig. 2c), as are their estimates of the
fraction of the total velocity variance attributable to
shear waves (^ &/^q2&, Fig. 2d). The R estimates from2qsw

different pressure gauge–current meter pairs within the
same alongshore array exhibit considerable variation,
and are higher than DE and IMLE estimates. The dif-
ference between individual R estimates in the same array
(for the same 3-h period) is nearly as large as the dif-
ference between the mean of the R estimates and the
IMLE and DE estimates. The comparisons presented in
the remainder of this paper (Figs. 4, 5, and 7) use the
alongshore average of R estimates from a given array.
All three methods show a large decrease in SW rms
flow speed and SW fraction away from the region near
the sandbar where the mean current is strong and highly
sheared. Estimates of SW rms flow speed for the entire
4-month dataset show spatial variations similar to those
of the 3-h run in Fig. 2.

Velocity energy density spectra E(k, f ) for this 3-h
run, which were used to calculate the IMLE estimates
in Fig. 2, show a characteristic shear wave ridge oc-
cupying the non–gravity wave region of k– f space (Olt-
man-Shay et al. 1989) both near the shoreline (Fig. 3a)
where V and the cross-shore shear in V are strong, and
at the most offshore array (Fig. 3b) where V is weak.
The observed phase speed, determined from the slope
of the shear wave ridge in k– f space, is larger at the
shallowest array than at the most offshore array. This
result is observed in many other cases, and will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent publication. IMLE and DE es-

timates of the energy density spectra of shear wave hor-
izontal velocity [ ( f ) 1 ( f )] are nearly identicalu yE Esw sw

(Fig. 3, right panels). At the shallow array, shear waves
contribute more than 50% of the total (gravity plus shear
wave) horizontal velocity variance at all frequencies less
than ;0.04 Hz. At the deep array, where both the total
and shear wave energy levels are an order of magnitude
lower than at the shallow array, shear waves are dom-
inant only below ;0.01 Hz.

Model simulations show that IMLE estimates may be
affected by aliasing of energy from wavenumbers with
magnitudes greater than the Nyquist wavenumber (about
0.04 m21, corresponding to the minimum alongshore
array lag of 12 m). For example, in the observations
shown in Fig. 3, the shear wave ridges extend to 20.04
m21 and may reappear at positive wavenumbers owing
to aliasing (e.g., Fig. 3a at 0.03 Hz and Fig. 3b at 0.01
Hz). However, shear wave energy levels are relatively
low at the possibly aliased frequencies in these data.

Correlations between IMLE, DE, and R estimates of
SW rms flow speed for the entire dataset are high, above
0.96 (Fig. 4a). On average, DE SW rms flow speed
estimates are slightly higher (less than 10% at all SW
rms flow speeds; Fig. 4b) than IMLE estimates, and
both the bias and standard deviations of DE relative to
IMLE decrease with increasing SW rms flow speed. The
mean (e.g., alongshore averaged) R estimates show
higher bias (between 20% and 60%) and larger standard
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FIG. 3. (left panels) IMLE alongshore wavenumber–frequency spectra of horizontal velocity energy density Eu(k, f ) 1 E y(k, f ) estimated
from alongshore arrays at cross-shore positions (a) x 5 160 m and (b) x 5 385 m (the shallowest and deepest arrays) on 24 Sep 1997. A
different grayscale is given in each panel. Cyclic alongshore wavenumber is the reciprocal of the wavelength. Gravity waves occur in the
region of k– f space bounded by the mode 0 edge wave dispersion curves k0( f ) (solid curves) plus a small offset d (50.0015 m21) (dashed
curves). (right panels) Total (shear plus gravity waves, solid curve) energy density spectrum E( f ), and IMLE (dashed curve) and DE (dotted
curve) shear wave energy density spectra Esw( f ). IMLE and DE Esw( f ) are nearly identical. Note that the scales for E( f ) in (a) and (b)
differ by a factor of about 30.

deviations relative to IMLE, with the largest bias and
scatter at low SW rms flow speeds. Individual R esti-
mates (not shown) display about twice as much scatter
as alongshore-averaged R estimates (Fig. 4). The DE
and IMLE estimates of the SW fraction are nearly iden-
tical (Fig. 5). Mean R estimates of the SW fraction are
on average 0.15 higher than the IMLE estimates, with
considerable scatter.

Simulations with known mixes of shear and gravity
waves suggest that IMLE and DE estimator errors, ow-

ing to array geometry and statistical fluctuations in the
cross spectra, are small unless shear wave energy levels
are low (see the appendix). For true (e.g., simulated)
SW rms flow speeds greater than 2 cm s21, the mean
bias of IMLE and DE estimates of SW rms flow speed
(relative to the true value) is less than 10% (Fig. A1a).
When shear waves contain more than 30% of the total
variance, the mean bias of IMLE and DE estimates of
the SW fraction is less than 15% of the true fraction
(Fig. A1b). The bias in IMLE and DE estimates is largest
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FIG. 4. (a) The DE (solid circles) and R (open circles) estimates of shear wave rms flow speed
( ) vs IMLE estimates of shear wave rms flow speed. The means (circles) and standard2Ï^q &sw

deviations (vertical bars) are based on the estimates in each bin. The correlations r of the
unbinned data (3684 estimates) are given in the legend. (b) The fractional difference between
IMLE rms flow speed and DE and R rms flow speed estimates vs IMLE rms flow speed.

FIG. 5. The DE (solid circles) and R (open circles) estimates of
the fraction of the total velocity variance in shear waves (^ &/^q2&)2qsw

vs IMLE estimates of the fraction of the total velocity variance in
shear waves. The means (circles) and standard deviations (vertical
bars) are based on the estimates in each bin. The correlations r of
the unbinned data (3684 estimates) are given in the legend.

at the lowest values of SW rms flow speed and SW
fraction (which tend to occur together).

4. Discussion

All three methods estimate that shear waves contrib-
ute at least 10%–20% of the total infragravity velocity
variance, even when the mean alongshore current V is
weak and likely stable (i.e., shear waves are absent).
For example, when V is less than 10 cm s21 at all current
meters, the average R value is 1.5, and an implausibly
large 33% of the infragravity velocity variance is as-
cribed to shear waves. Including non–gravity wave sea

surface elevation variance ^ & in ^h2& will bias R es-2hsw

timates low [Eq. (4)], rather than high as observed.
However, estimates of ^ &/^h2&, with ^ & derived2 2h hsw sw

from integration of IMLE pressure E(k, f ) spectra over
non–gravity wavenumbers, are on average less than 0.05
for all SW rms flow speeds, too small to affect R es-
timates significantly. When shear wave energy is low,
a significant fraction of the IMLE and DE estimates of
^ & comes from energy that is broadly distributed in2qsw

k– f space, rather than concentrated on a shear wave
ridge (e.g., about 1/3 of the DE and IMLE estimates of
^ & in Fig. 3b is at f . 0.02 Hz). Simulations show2qsw

that for true SW fractions less than 10%, bias errors in
SW fraction as large as 80% (Fig. A1b) result from
spectral leakage from the much more energetic gravity
waves (IMLE and DE methods). Thus, when V and shear
wave levels are small, all three estimates of shear wave
velocity variance are inaccurate.

Observations (Oltman-Shay et al. 1989), linear sta-
bility theory (Bowen and Holman 1989), and numerical
simulations (Allen et al. 1996) suggest that shear waves
are most energetic at the lowest infragravity frequencies
and propagate preferentially in the direction of the mean
alongshore current. Thus, high asymmetry between up-
coast and downcoast propagation of shear wave energy,

2 2^q & 2 ^q &sw up sw down
SW asymmetry 5 , (5)

2 2^q & 1 ^q &sw up sw down

in the frequency band 0.004–0.010 Hz is consistent with
the presence of energetic shear waves, whereas low
asymmetry suggests shear waves may not be present.
The SW asymmetry (estimated with IMLE) is aligned
with the mean alongshore current V at each location,
and becomes larger as V increases (Fig. 6). The SW
asymmetry also increases with increasing SW rms flow
speed (Fig. 7). Upcoast propagating energy exceeds
downcoast (or vice versa) by more than a factor of 2
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FIG. 6. IMLE-estimated asymmetry in the upcoast–downcoast
propagation of shear wave energy [Eq. (5)] in the frequency band
0.004–0.010 Hz vs the mean alongshore current at the same cross-
shore shore location. Each gray dot is an individual (e.g., unbinned)
3-h estimate. The means (circles) and standard deviations (vertical
bars) are based on the estimates in each bin.

FIG. 7. The magnitude of the IMLE-estimated asymmetry in the upcoast–downcoast propa-
gation of shear wave energy [Eq. (5)] in the frequency band 0.004–0.010 Hz vs (a) IMLE and
(b) R estimates of shear wave rms flow speed ( ). Each gray dot is an individual (e.g.,2Ï^q &sw

unbinned) 3-h estimate. The means (circles) and standard deviations (vertical bars) are based
on the estimates in each bin.

(SW asymmetry . 0.33) for V greater than 25 cm s21,
and for IMLE (mean R) SW rms flow speeds greater
than ;4 (6) cm s21. The low SW asymmetries asso-
ciated with the weakest V (Fig. 6) and lowest SW rms
flow speeds (Fig. 7) suggest that shear waves are not
responsible for a significant portion of the variance in
these cases, and that the estimates of SW rms flow speed
are inaccurate.

Flowmeter noise may be significant when shear wave
energy is low. The R method ascribes any noise in the

observed horizontal velocity variance ^q2& to shear
waves [Eq. (4)]), but broad-banded (in wavenumber)
noise contributes less to IMLE and DE shear wave es-
timates, because the noise variance is split between
shear and gravity waves. Velocity fluctuations not as-
sociated with gravity or shear waves [e.g., instabilities
of the undertow; Li and Dalrymple (1998)] also may
degrade all three estimates. The relative importance of
different error sources (e.g., spectral leakage from grav-
ity waves, flowmeter noise, other instabilities) is un-
known.

5. Conclusions

Three methods are shown to produce similar estimates
of shear wave variance. Iterated maximum likelihood
(IMLE, Howd et al. 1991) and direct (DE, Elgar et al.
1994) estimates of SW rms flow speed are both obtained
from arrays of current meters, and differ by less that
10% when shear wave velocity fluctuations are greater
than a few centimeters per second. Estimates from in-
dividual collocated pressure gauge–current meter pairs
[R method; Lippmann et al. (1999)] are similar to those
from arrays, but are biased high, typically attributing
about 15% more of the horizontal velocity variance to
shear waves than is attributed by IMLE or DE estimates.
The difference between individual R estimates in the
same array (for the same 3-h period) can be as large as
the difference between the mean of the R estimates and
the IMLE and DE estimates. When shear wave velocity
fluctuations are less than a few centimeters per second,
shear wave variance estimates from all three methods
are noisy and biased high. Although the estimates differ
in detail, the high correlations (.0.96 for SW rms flow
speed) between them lend support to their underlying
assumptions.
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FIG. A1. The average bias of IMLE and DE estimates (normalized by the true values) of (a)
shear wave rms flow speed ( ) and (b) the fraction of the total velocity variance in shear2Ï^q &sw

waves (^ &/^q2&) vs the true values.2qsw
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APPENDIX

Numerical Simulations

Simulations were used to assess the effects of array
geometry and of statistical fluctuations in cross spectra
on the accuracy of the IMLE and DE estimates. The
simulations did not address the underlying assumption
that shear wave energy occurs only at wavenumbers
larger than gravity wave wavenumbers, nor the accuracy
of the R method. A subset of the observed IMLE along-
shore wavenumber–frequency spectra E(k, f ) of cross-
and alongshore velocity components that span the range
of observed shear wave variance were selected for use
as target test spectra. In additional simulations, the total
variance, mean wavenumber, and rms wavenumber were
calculated for each frequency band in each of three do-
mains (gravity waves, and upcoast and downcoast prop-
agating shear waves) using observed IMLE spectra.
These quantities were then used to define the amplitude,
peak wavenumber, and width of three Gaussian distri-
butions in each frequency band of synthetic test spectra.
Simulations with observed and synthetic (Gaussian
shaped) spectra yield similar results.

Test E(k, f ) spectra were Fourier transformed into
cross spectra between pairs of sensors in an alongshore
array. Random, Gaussian statistical fluctuations consis-
tent with 47 degrees of freedom were added to the test
cross spectra in each frequency band, and the IMLE and
DE methods were applied to 1000 such realizations of

every k– f test spectrum. The means of the 1000 IMLE
and DE estimates of SW rms flow speed and SW fraction
relative to the true values are shown in Fig. A1. IMLE
and DE estimate errors have similar statistics. The es-
timator bias is a smaller fraction of the true value as
SW rms flow speed and SW fraction increase, and is
less than 10% except at the lowest levels of SW rms
flow speed (less than 2 cm s21) and SW fraction (less
than 0.3). The error standard deviations (not shown)
remain less than 5% for SW rms flow speeds greater
than 2 cm s21 and SW fractions greater than 0.3, but
are up to 40% of the means at lower SW rms flow speeds
and SW fractions. The increased variability and bias in
simulations with low shear wave energies is caused by
leakage from the more energetic gravity waves.
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